
Global warming is predicted to cause many changes in thc Great Lakes region and all over the world. The
water temperature of the Great Lakes is expected to increase between 3-5 "C, showing the most effect in
shallow lakes. Lake Erie is the shallowest of the Great Lakes, with an average depth of only 19 meters, and
the deepest area being 64 meters. Compare this to Lake Superior, with an average depth of 147 meters, and
the deepest area being over 405 meters.

Increased evaporation will, it is projected, decrease stream flow and decrease lake levels from I to 3 meters,
thus affecting fish spawning habitats. Other areas may temporarily experience raised water levels, which
would also affect spawning habitats. Water level changes, such as those that might occur in the Western Lake
Erie Basin, are directly tied to the success of the fish in their spawning habitat. If the spawning habitat is
destroyed, then the successful reproduction of the species i» in danger. Even though it appears that fish prefer
shorelines for spawning, the new shoreline created by lowered lake levels may not be suitable for new spawn-
ing grounds, because the bottom has not had time to become covered with sill. deposits. Lowered fish popula-
tions would endanger the viability of the fish species, as well as the commercial and recreational fishing
industries. The same can happen in any shallow area of the Great Lakes where fish are spawning. Lake Erie
i» used because of the variety of examples available.

The waters comprising the Great Lakes and tributaries of today contain representatives of the most important
families of fish in North American fresh waters. Since the entire natural drainage area was once covered by
ice, fishes now present include populations that were "pushed" southward as the glaciers advanced and those
that reinvaded the basin from other regions following the recession of glaciers. Some species are thus at the
southernmost edge of their range or the northernmost edge of their range.

With the increase of global temperatures, the water temperatures of the Great Lakes would also rise. Fish
may have to migrate as much as 200 kilometers north of their present geographic region to maintain their
current thermal niches. For instance, the warmer stream temperature in tributaries could be beneficial to
species such as the white perch, while some cool water and warm water fish may extend their range into
Lake Superior streams that are currently too cold. Research among numerous ecosystems indicates that
climate-related biodiversity changes have occurred in the past and are in progress now.
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If the spawning habitat of a particular fish species is destroyed in the Western Basin of Lake Erie because of
the decreased water level associated with global warming, there are other factors that influence whether that
species of fish will be able to migrate to other, more favorable locations. Different fish species prefer differ-
ent temperatures. These preferred habitats fall into three thermal nic hes  temperatures, +2"C, that the fish can
tolerate and still be successful in their feeding and reproduction!. The cold water fish prefer water tempera-
tures around 15"C; cool water fish prefer water temperatures around 24"C; and warm water fish preter water
temperatures around 28"C. Global warming would change the thermal environment of the fish of the Great
Lakes, and in some cases the fish might not be able to find water temperatures that were suitable.



Water plants have also been observed to migrate. For example, twer y. p ' . ' g pit s ecies of flowering plants are no
longer present in Put-in- ay ar or. ev-' -B H b . El en of those species occur principally in cool water habitats, mostly

inditions and more tolerantto the north of Lake Erie. The northern species are less tolerant of warmer water conditio,
of well oxygenated ponds and lakes than of eutrophic conditions.

Similar research was also done in on Atlantic Salmon, a dc ' ".. pd iminant fish s ecies in Lake Ontario. Atl,intic

Salmon were planted in Du in ree, a tri u ary oa ' ff' C k, 'b t if Lake Ontario that had been a good salmon stream in the
mid-1900's. Scientists discovered two causes of mortality: inadequate she!ter ashe!ter as a result of deforestation, and

hi h water temperatures in lower parts o!' the stream. Before the forests were cut, stream temperatures for
July, August, and September averaged I I 'C, with a fluctuation of 8.9" to .. ' g
the water temperature average, wi a ucd 15 C, 'th fl tuation of 9.2 to 2S.S'C. Young salmon spend tv o years in
streams. The young fis ave maximum 'oo". h h I' d conversion at 11.7'C and thrive in streams with water tempera-
tures of 12.8 C. The increase in water temperature to 15' and higher led to the decline and eventual extinc-
tion of Atlantic Salmon in the Great Lakes.

The fish in the Great Lakes are useful as biological indicators. Their survival in the region as global climate
change becomes more apparen wi e it 'll b interpreted as a measure of the impact of the climate changes overall.
Environmental changes that may impact the fish populations include loss of spawning habitat as water leve s
lower, thermal range shifts as water temperatures warm and seasons are altered, increase in toxic contamina-
tion if ollutants become more concentrated, and increase in!'ishing pressure ", g
seasons. Thi» activity will consider two I'actors, thermal range shifts and lower water levels, and their poten-
tial eff'ecton several species o a e rie is . is!L k E ' f h. It is plausible that with global warming, fish species thatare
not located in the Great Lakes will be able to move into that area as the temperature approximates their
thermal niche.

l981 hIllustrations and map» l'rom Th» Fi» ier of «ii!, i on". l . f Ot ', M'lt n B. Trautnian, reproduced hy permission. Copywrite 98 y
Oiho Slate University Press. All rights reserved.
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Researchers from Stanford University'» Hopkins Marine Station have uncoveovered a shift in the distribution of

some invertebrate species in California's Monterey Bay. A survey of a ' . p ' ' nf all of the s ecies in a narticular area was

ears later the researchersconducted in 1931-33. After recounting the species in that same location about 60 years a er,
found that opulations of eight o!'the nine southern species had inc ., ' p preased while o ulations of five of the

' h h, ' had decreased. These changes suggest that in Monterey Bay species adapted to warmer
water» are replacing t ose a ap e o coth .. d t d t iler seas. Temperature data show that the annual mean s ore ine
ocean temperature at the stuuy site increase yu . ' ' . d b 1.3S degrees in the past 60 years and that mean sunimer

d b 4 d .. It is rare to have data on the abundance of an entire animalmaximum temperature increased y egrees. is ra
community spanning years, an e evi60 .', d th 'denc in this case appears to support the idea that the effects of
global warming may already bc apparent in the Northern Hemisphere.



Activity: How will global warming affect spawning
success of Great Lakes fish?

OBJECTIVE
Earth System Understanding

Students should be able to summarize ef'fects of lake level

change on the spawning and nursery grounds of given f'ish in the
Great Lakes, using Lake Erie examples.

This activity focuses on ESU ¹3  science
methods and technology! and ¹4  interac-
tions!. Refer to the introduction ot this
hook for a more complete description.

PREPARATION
Scenario Reference

~ Copy the Western Basin of Lake Erie maps for each lab group.
~ Copy fish sheets so that each group gets a description of one

fish with the accompanying picture and map of spawning and
nursery grounds.

~ Copy an outline map of North America for each group.

¹9, How could fish populations in the
Great Lakes be affected?

~ fish sheets  one fish t'or each group of
three to four students!

~ colored markers, pens or pencils
~ map of the Western Basin of Lake Erie
~ transparency of the t'ish range summary

chart
~ overhead projector
~ outline map of North America

PROCEDURE

Part I: I.ower lake levels and spawning grounds
I. Students should he divided into groups so that each group

studies a different fish.

Each group of students should:

2. Obtain a f'ish sheet and a Western Basin Lake Erie map.
3. Transfer information from the given fish map concerning

spawning and nursery grounds  on fish sheet! to the Western
Lake Erie map with water depths. Remember to enlarge the
information  the circles that indicate spawning areas! while
transferring them from a small to a larger-scale map.

4. Set up a chart and record the amount of spawning and nursery
areas before thc predicted global warming.

S. Draw a line depicting a 3-meter lake level drop on the Western
Basin Lake Erie map in order to determine which spawning
and nursery areas would remain usable.

6. Set up another chart and record thc amount of the original
spawning and nursery area that remains with the new lake
water level.
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This activity consists of two parts. The first pertains to the effect of lower lake levels on spawning and nursery
grounds, and the second pertains to the effects of increased temperature and the ability of fish to migrate to
favorable temperatures. These are then combined to help the students anticipate the future of' specific fish
populations in the Great Lakes if global warming were to occur.



Answers
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a. They arc most ol'ten in the shall<iw
waters near the shoreline or in streams
that liow into or out of the lake.

b. Students should predict that many of
these areas will dry up. They may
assume that the I'ish could spawn in the
new shallow waters, since;i decreased
water level does not eliminate shallow
water. This is usually not the case.
however, because the new shalloiw
waters have not had time to accumulate
the sediment necessary for the I'ish, and
the coast will most likely be a steeper
incline until natural erosion has lime to
take its course.

c. In most cases, the amount of sp;iwning
and nursery areas will decrease.

d. It decreases thc amount of habitat
available and eliminates thc existing onc.
Thc fish that spawn in shallow water and
grow the first year in protected shallow
water will be affected the most until the
deposition ol' the silt gradually fills in the
shoreline.

e. There will be less water availablc for the
fish to live in. There will be fewer
spawning grounds, resulting in less fish
availablc I'or consumption. For th<.sc
two reasons, the commcrcitil fishing
v ill be sharply restricted to the point
that it will no longer bc economically
feasible for many to pursue <is a living.
The recreational I'i»hing will continue
but at a very restricted and reduced rate
such as a larger lish size and;i smaller
number limit.

f. Warmer water, increased pollut;mts, I'ood
supply change. and eutrophication.

g. A rapid global warming would have the
greatest impact, possibly a population
crash. 'I'he environment needs time to
compensate and recover. A gradual
warming would allow the bottom to
slough off, creating a new shoreline, thus
providing an acceptable location for the
tish to spawn.

h. Generally, thc S-foot drop would not have
as much of an impact as thc I !-foot
drop. Less habitat would hc destroyed.

i. The fish which spawn in deeper water or
sp;iwll ill Iliorc pl;ice».

7. Usc this inf'ormation to answer questions a-f.

a. Where arc the majority of'your fish's spawning and nursery
grounds'?

b. Looking at thc location of your fish's spawning and nursery
grounds, predict the efTcct  little or none, moderate, high!
that lowered lake levels would have on your fish.

c. Based on yttur data, what kind of effect could lower l;tke
levels have on the given fish species'?

d. How do the lower lake level» affect your fish'» habitat' ?

e. What kind of effect would the above situation have on

commercial fishing" .On recreational fishing?

f. What are some other factors besides water level th;tt could

affect the size of' the given fish species population' ?

8. Transfer the information f'rom each group to an overhead
transparency and answer questions g-i.

g. What kind of an effect on the fish would a gradual global
warming versus a rapid global warming have?

h. In this exercise, we used the predicted maximum water
level drop of IO feet. However, a 3-foot water clrop might
also occur. How would thi» ncw level af'f'ect your fish
species'? Explain.

i. After reviewing all of' the fish, which fish would be better
adapted for thi» drop in w;tter level' ?

If global warming does occur and causes the lake level to drop
by 3 meters, the various fish populations will be impacted, but
the degree of thi» impact can only be speculated. Thi» exercise
illustrated the maximum effect of a lake level drop, but we also
have to look at other factors, »uch as temperature and f'ood
supply, which may affect I'ish populations. Even if the fish are
shown to be somewhat successful in maintaining a spawning and
nursery habitat, the water may become too warm f' or them to live
in or their food supply tnay bc affected. Therefore, even though
we can»ee the effects of' lowered lake level», this is just onc
factor among many that will affect the fish populations.
The second part of' this activity considers thc same fish but
concentrates on the thermal niche of the fish species.



Ans vers
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Part 2: Increased temperature and thermal niches

I. Look at the habitat range for your fish on the map of
North America on the fish sheet and answer the following
questions:

a. Is your f'ish at the southern limit of its range, northern
limit, or neither? Compile the answers from all the groups
on the first half of'an overhead of the Fish Range Sum-
mary Chart.

b. What would happen if the temperature increased 3-S'C.
What conclusions can be made about the future popula-
tions of the given fish in Lake Erie  second half of Fish
Range chart!.

c. Based on the Fish Range chart, generalize the effects of
warmer water temperatures on the types of fish found in
the Great Lakes.

d. Brainstorm and analyze the environmental factors that
could influence fish in the Great Lakes under warmer
climate conditions.

2. Use the information located on the fish card and a reference
book to help determine the preferred general water condi-
tions, bottom conditions, and food sources of the fish. With
this information, and the present habitat of your fish, predict
where the fish would go if the global temperature rose l.5 to
4.S 'C. Use a map of the North America to shade in the new
area of habitat, assuming temperature as the only variable.

3. Combine all of the charts to see which of the fish in question
will still be located in the Great Lakes.

h. Many species will move farther north
or deeper into the Great Lakes, while
other species move out to thc upper
lakes.

c. Some fish species that are presently
not found in the Great Lakes may
move into the lakes as the tcmpera-
turc changes to accommodate them.
Many of thc fish presently living in
the Great Lakes will leave as the
environment changes.

d. Thc level of water contamination,
food supply, and abundance of
predators arc all factors that will
affect fish populations as the
temperature increases.



Answers REVIEW QUESTIONS

EXTENSIONS

Teacher's Note
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I. Answers will vary based on school
locatiinn In gcn«ral, there will he fewer
hahitiits available lor cold water I'ish like
trout, cisco, and whitel'ish, F:ish of the
herring and minnow fantilies, including
alewife, carp, and shiners, niay have
greater success  more habitat avaihible!,
and some fish like yellow perch aml
walleye will probably remain unchanged.

2. Impact wehs are like concept maps or thc
"More or Less" activity in this volume.
Beginning with a certain change, students
think outward to all the conncctiiins that
would hc changed as well. Thc r«lation-
ships arc very complex, especially if
impacts on human activity are also
considered.

Students should not assume that there will
be less I'ish in thc Great Lakes because of
global warming. In order to find out thc
total fish picture for the Great Lakes. all
species ol I'ish located in or close to the
Great Lakes would need to hc examined.

l. Considering the kind» of fish that may be impacted by;t
changing thermal habitat, »hould humans expect a changed
menu of seafood in the future'? Which popular food fish may
leave or come into your region of the lakes'? If the food fish
remain, will ~the still be able to find their preferred food'?

2. Develop an impact web showing how thc introduction or los»
of a fish specie» could impact the Great Lakes and thc people
who depend on the lakes. I» a change in the composition of' an
ecosystem a simple matter of checks and balances, or i» each
impact of environmental change worthy of serious consider-
ation" .Explain.

l. Suppose a fishery biologist, in reviewing the "creel census"
for the past three years, discovers that the catch of northern
finwavers has declined significantly. Make a list ol possible
reasons f' or this observation, and tell how you would deter-
mine which reason was the most likely one. What other kind»
of data do you need'? Who would you consult for informa-
tion'?

2. Develop a Hypercard stack or other computer program
demonstrating the possible scenarios for several kinds of fish
as temperatures of Great Lake» water become warmer.

3. There are many other animal» and plants that depend on the
Great Lakes for survival. Compile a list of the animals and
plants and show how a warmer lake temperature might affect
each species.

4. Create a poem or lyrics to a song to show the effects that
global warming would have on the fish species of the Great
L;tkcs.



FISH RAN 'K SIJMMARY

Classify the following I'ish according to their present range. Do those in the Great Lakes appear to be at the
southern limit of their range, the northern limit, or neither'? Are there likely to be more, fewer, or generally
an unchanged number of the fish in the Great Lakes with global warming'?

Prediction with global warming
more fewer unchan ed

Current Ran e  

S limit N limit NeitherFish

Yellow Perch

Walleye

Freshwater Drum

Lake Trout

Gizzard Shad

Channel Catfish

White Bass

Carp

Northern Pike

Cisco

Whitefish

Smal1 mouth Bass

Emerald Shiner

Rainbow Smelt
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SMALLMOUTH BASS

Micropterus dolom

 Smallmouth Bass!
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~ adult size: 10 � l8 inches �5,4-45.7 cm! long, l l oz - 3 lbs 2 oz
1312 g � l.4 kg!

~ spring and early summer spawners in streams with visible currents
~ males often guard the larvae and young
~ as they develop they first eat microorganisms; later they eat aquatic

invertebrates and then other fish

~ inhabits shallow areas  less than 1.5 meters! which are subject to
damage from storms, low water levels and increased siltation



CHANNEL CATFISH

Ictalurus Irunctatus
 Channel Catfish!
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~ adult size: 11 � 30 inches �7.9 � 76.2 cm! long, 12 oz � 1S lbs
�40 g - 6.8 kg!

~ occur in deep and large waters of low gradients with clean bottoms of sand,
gravel or boulders; found where silt deposition i» slow; seldom found in
dense beds of aquatic vegetation

~ feed on fish and invertebrates such as aquatic insects and larvae



YELLOW PERCH

I'ere

 Yell

WALLEYE

~ adult size: I I � 30 inches �7.9cm � 76 cm! long, 8 oz � I Ib �27 g � .S kg!
~ found in large, deep, clear streams; also in shallow water over gravel

bedrock or firm bottoms with decreased turbidity
~ scatters eggs on bottom in shoal area» in spring
~ eats microscopic animals when young, then aquatic invertebrates, insects

and larvae

Stizostedion vitreum vitreum
 Walleye�!
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~ adult size: 4.S � 12 inches �1 - 30.S cm! long, .8 oz � I lb 2 oz   23 g � .S kg!
~ occurs in shallow waters with clear, low gradients and a lot of rooted aquatic

vegetation; bottoms of muck, organic debris, sand or gravel
~ lays a zigzag ribbon  rope! of eggs on vegetation in moderately shallow

waters

~ history of decreased population because of increased turbidity and siltation
and reduced amounts ol'rooted aquatic vegetation in spring

~ eats microscopic animal» when young, then aquatic invertebrates,
i n sec ts and I arvae



CARP

~ adult size: 12 -30 inches �0.5 � 76.2 cm! long, 14 oz � 20 lb» �97 g � 9.1 kg!
~ found in low gradient warm streams and lakes with much organic matter

 such as sewage and 1'ertilizers!
~ eat rooted aquatic vegetation
~ tolerate all types of bottoms, clear or turbid water but rarely found in cold,

clear, high-gradient str earns
~ spread eggs on bottom vegetation

Cylr
 Co
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GREAT LAKES CIcjco

~ adult size: I I � I S inches �7.9 � 38.1 cm! long, 9 oz � I Ib 9 oz �SS g � .7 kg!
~ inhahits moderately deep water
~ distinctly bluish hack
~ populations in Lake Erie have been continuously declining since 188S

Presently there are very fev remaining. Between 1938 and 1947, the annual
catch varied from 8,S94 lb» �,898 kg! to 76,919 lhs �4.890 kg!. In 1968
only S lhs �.3 kg! were caught.

Coregonus artedii urtedii
 Great Lakes Cisco!

LAKE WHITEFLSH

~ adult size: 17 � 22 inches �3.2 � 55.9 cm ! long, I lb 8 oz � 4 lhs  .7 � 1.8 kg!
~ shallow to moderate depths
~ In the mid-1800s, whitefish were abundant in Lake Erie. For instance,

in 1885, 1,249,000 lhs  S66,S36.9 kg! were brought into Ohio ports.
By the mid- 1900s, the whitefish had become rare, and by 19S0 only an
occasional stray was caught. There is presently no current documentation
of whitefish spawning in the Western Basin of Lake Erie. though they sti11
exist in the area.

Coregonus «tupeafi>rnii.~
 Lake Whitefish!
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Some of the natura processes a a esI "... th t 1 kes undergo are likely to hc intensified with global climate change. Thi»
set of activities explores those possibilities.

Stratification. During summer months, deep lakes in the w '.. pworld's tern crate zones experience a process

called stratification. is app'f ' . Th'. h ens when the sun's rays penetrate surface waters during the early summer
h lake. At the bottom of the lake, the water remains cooler. Thesemonths and create a warm upper zone in t e a e. e o

.l' e or mesolimnion. The ther-two zones are separate y a nt d h a narrow transitional zone called the thertnocline or mesolimnion. T e t er-
rates themocline, where water density changes rapi y wi ep

es 40kes less than about 12 meters or

m ', . ' . 'dl with de th prevents the layers from mixing and separates
bottom layer from it» major source of oxygen � the air. Shallower la es  

suall et mixed h the wind so that the strata do not remain. In deeper lakes, however, the
1 ofo Wh hi ha sadbottom � dwelling organisms may exhaust their suinmer supply of oxygen. en is

d leted the affected area is thought of as anoxic without oxyg !.x en!. In this case, organisms have tobecomes ep e e, e a"
lenishes the lakerelocate into other parts o t e a e.f h 1 k . Otherwise, they will die before the f'all turnover rep e

bottom's supply of oxygen.

Scientists redict that if global warming occurs, the Great Lakes could h g pave ion er eriods of stratification.

Lake Erie is the warmest, shallowest and most biologically produc ive oa e rie is e wa, . ' ' tive of the Great Lakes. Stratification could
last two to four months longer in a e rie s enL k E 'e's Central Basin than presently occurs. Changes in wind patterns

s winds will mixcould also have an effect on t e ept a w ic sh d h t h' h stratification occurs in the lakes. Increased winds wi mix
rou hl and dee 1, thus forcing the thermocline to formoxygen and nutrients in the upper layer more thoroug y an p y,

" me rocesses would unfold in aeeper durin the stratified months, leaving less cool bottom water. The sa e p ld '
the Great Lakes, but for all except Erie their depths would protect them from becoming anoxic.

Fail Lake ProfileSummer Lake Profile

' it would increase in the lake, intensifying the demand forWith predicted warmer temperatures, bacterial activity wou i
oxygen. Also, higher evaporation rates and altered precipitation patte ms could cause lake levels to drop, an
pollutants to become more concentrate . ga ootns, p ip, d. Al / blooms roliferations of blue � green and green algae, would
occur, further accelerating the aging process of the lake.

. Lakes a e naturall through a process called eutrophication. Over time, many oligotrophit
/' .h 11 f 'I ! If' h cold, deep, barren! lakes and ponds gradually become eutrophic  warm, s a ow, 'erti e .

sufficient flow and overturn of water io u» ou aceull l > t aceutnulating sediments and organic material, the process o

aging ends at senereenee, in w ic a es ecoh' hi k s become wetlands, then moist lowlands, and then dry land.
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Human activity can speed up the rate of eutrophication, thus shortening the life span of a lake or pond. Thi»
cultural eutn~phication is of great concern in the case of Lake Erie. The lake's biological diversity and
productivity are threatened by nutrient loading and siltation from agricultural runoff. The Eastern and Central
Basins of Lake Erie are especially vulnerable to cultural eutrophication because they are of sufficient depth
for stratification to occur. These two basins then become unoric, with no dissolved oxygen in the lower layer.

Human-induced EutrophicationNatural Eutrophication

0

CO
C0
C>

Deposition of Air Pollnt tnti in Ihc Circrit Lttt'ci. Ir!94. USI.PA

When nutrients such as phosphates are "loaded" into a lake, algae populations rise dramatically. Thi» greatly
accelerates the natural aging process of the lake because the extensive growths eventually die and sink. In
breaking down the extra organic material, decomposers on the lake floor decrease the oxygen levels in the
lower layer. Because the oxygen is not replaced during the summer stratified months, the dissolved t!xygen
levels plummet, causing anoxic "dead" areas at the bottom of the lake. For this reason, many states now have
laws concerning the amount of phosphates that laundry detergents and other products can contain.

Although humans cannot prevent or reverse natural eutrophication of the Great Lakes, we can, through proper
management, reduce the effects ol'our own actions. By mitigating cultural eutrophication, we can give life
support to one of our natural treasures.
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Activity A: What happens to Euglena populations when
temperature and/or nutrient levels increase?

The temperature of water i» a very important aspect of water quality and affects many of the physical,
chemical, and biological characteristics of a body of water. Temperature is a factor in:

Phosphates and nitrates are nutrients for many microscopic organisms. When these nutrients are plentiful, the
populations of algae and bacteria grow very rapidly. This activity will examine the relationship between
temperature, nutrient levels, and the population growth of Euglena.
Euglerta are one � celled, photosynthetic bacteria. Light is
necessary I'or them to photosynthesize, and they use an eyespat
to help them find light. At right i» a diagram of' Euglena and the
structures that can be seen through a microscope.

The pellicle is a flexible outer covering. The flagellum propel»
the euglena through the water. It is used much like the propeller
of an airplane. The e«glen« can also "crawl" by changing the
shape of its body  pulling it together in a ball and pushing
rounded end forward!. The eyespot contains red pigment and is
used to find the light needed for photosynthesis. Fuglena make
their own food  as do plants! by photosynthesis, and they can
also absorb nutrient» from the environment.

OB JECTIVKS

After completing this activity, students will be able to:

~ explain how increased water temperature affects Fuglena
population growth.

~ explain how nutrient loading aff'ects E«gleita populations.
~ compare the effects of phosphorus on Euglena population size

at different temperatures.
~ hypothesize a possible impact of global warming on aquatic

life in the Great Lakes.

Earth Systems Understandings

This activity focuses on I!SU I, 2, 3, 4,
and S. See p. VIII for explanation.

Scenario Reference

¹7, Will it  global change! speed
eutrophication in the  ircat I.akesz
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1. The amount of' oxygen that can be dissolved in water. Cooler water can hold more dissolved oxygen than
warmer water. Soda pop, for instance, goes flat quickly when it is warm, because it cannot hold as much
dissolved gas in the solution as it can when it is cold.

2. The rate of photosynthesi» hy algae and larger aquatic plants. These organisms become more active as
temperatures warm. If' the temperature gets too hot, however, it can harm their population.

3. The sensitivity of aquatic organisms to toxic wastes, para»itcs, and disease. Increased temperature increases
sensitivity.



Materials PROCEDURE

Notes
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Fach group of two to three students will nccd:
~ 4 test tubes, marked ¹I, ¹2, ¹3.

and ¹4
~ 4 well slides with cover slip»
~ I medicine dropper
~ I stirring rod
~ Notebook or journal
~ 4 cotton balls
~ Microscope

Classroom will need;
~ 2 thermometers
~ 1 heating unit
~ 1 large glass container

 to hold half of thc test tubes!
~ Tap water
~ Fugte>in culture
~ Source of Phosphatcs/Nitrates lFach

class group could try a different source
such as bone meal, Vitamin B12, plant
fertilizer, powder laundry detergents with
phosphates, or other substances that
students predict would cause nutrient
loading in a lake.]

2. It is not essential to use SO percent tap
water/50 percent Eugle>ia mixture.
Keep in mind however, that the higher
the concentration of Euglena, the sooner
differences between test tubes will be
evident.

3. Test tubes ¹1 and ¹2 could also be gently
stirred in order to keep "stirring" from
becoming an extraneous variable.

6. All the slides should theoretically have
approximately the same number of
Euglena on thc first day.

Step 1: E'stabli shi>tg the erperi mental conditions

Students will set up a pair of controlled experiments to test the
effects of temperature and nutrients on population growth of
Euglena.

Preparation. �! Obtain a culture of Euglena from a biological
supply catalog and study the optimal growth requirements
recommended by the supplier. �! Allow 2 quarts of tap water to
sit out uncovered overnight so that it will become room
temperature and any chlorine in it can escape. Tap water contains
some nutrients which the Eugle»a can use to grow.

l. Each lab group should fill four test tubes "halfway" with the
tap water. Be sure tubes are numbered 1-4.

2. Add Euglena culture to each of the four test tubes until it
reaches the designated "full" mark.

3. Each group should add l drop  or small pinch! of their nutri-
ent substance to test tubes ¹3 and ¹4 and stir gently. A very
small amount i» all that is necessary. These test tubes will
represent a nutrient-lottded lake.

4. Students hold all four of the test tubes against a white back-
ground. Record any interesting observations, particularly
regarding water clarity, color, or odor.

S. Using a clean medicine dropper, students put a sample drop
from each test tube onto separate well slides  samples should
be taken from just under the surface of the liquid! in order to
inspect the Euglena. Be sure to clean the dropper thoroughly
between uses.

6. Students examine these slides with a microscope and make
general observations on water clarity, color and Euglena
populations. Record these and any other observations for each
test tube. Depending on the density of the Euglena, it may be
difficult to count them accurately but students should Iry to
determine whether any of the slides have noticeably more or
less Euglena than the others.
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7. Each of the test tubes should be covered to prevent
evaporation. Cotton halls work well for this.

8. Test tubes ¹3 and ¹ l  one with phosphates and one without!
should be placed where they will remain at room temperature.
Thi» is to resemble the normal Lake Erie high temperature
 approximately 22" C!.

9. Test tubes ¹2 and ¹4  one with phosphates and one without!
should be kept at a temperature between 30' C and 32 C. It is
important that this temperature remain fairly constant. If the
Euglena become too hot, they will die.

If a climate control unit i» not available, one way to heat these
test tubes is to put all the tubes labeled ¹2 and ¹4 in one larger
glass container and put it over the heating mechanism. Water
should he added to the larger container in order to keep heat
dispersed around the test tubes. Place a thermometer in the water
surrounding the test tubes to keep track of the temperature. Each
student group should remember to mark their test tubes so that
they will be able to distinguish which are theirs.

For the next three or four days, students should make brief daily
observations on the temperature, color, clarity, and odor of their
four test tubes and record these finding» in their journal.

Temperatures for this activity were chosen
n<>t because they rctlect expected lake
tctnperatures, but so that lhe experiment
does not take too long and has a chat>ce to
show dctectablc results.

Because t='ugtenu are photosynthetic
bacteria, it i» important Ihat all the test tubes
have similar lighting conditions. Have
students brainstorm different factors that
might confound the results: Are the ~onl
differences between the test tubes the
presence of nutrients in some and the higher
temperature in some'>

In order to keep thi» tcmperaturc from
Iluctuating. set the larger container  with the
water and thermometer in it! over thc heater
a few days in advance so that any necessary
adjustments in the heating level can bc made
before the test tubes with Eu elena arc
added.



Step 3. Approritnately D<tv 5

Answers
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a. Answers will vary. Theoretically, after a
few days, test tube ¹4  with additional
heat and phosphorus! would be the
greenest, and test tube ¹I  no heat and no
phosphorus! would be the least-grccn.
Eventually, however, thc rapid growth in
test tube ¹4 will quickly deplete the
oxygen and result in a rapid population
decline in that test tube. When this
happens, test tube ¹I should contain
more Eugle»u than test tube ¹4  at this
point test tube ¹4 represents an anoxic
lake!.

b. Euglena need nutrients and oxygen to
live, so they may congregate around
sources of these things. Their eye spots
help them to orient themselves towards
light so that they can photosynthesizc.
It may also be possible that the l'.ugl<»»
move away from concentrations of
harmful substances in the water.

c. Answers will vary. Phosphorus causes
increased Eugte»»growth; this should
have been most evident in thc warmer
test tube.

d. Increased temperature should initially
cause an increase in Eugle»a activity.

This is a time to make more detailed observations. The greener
the color, the more Euglena activity is occurring.

1. Hold all four of' the test tubes against a white background and
answer the following questions:

a. What differences are there in color'? Are some solutions
greener than others'? Which is the greenest? What
conditions appear to cause the quickest Euglena growth'?

b. Do the Euglena appear to be congregated in any area of'
the test tube'? Why might this be?

c. Does the presence of phosphorous appear to make a
difference to Euglena growth'> If so, what has happened'?
Is the effect the same for both test tubes containing

phosphorus?

d. Does the increased temperature appear to make a differ-
ence to Eug lena growth'? If so, what has happened? Is the
ef'feet the same for both test tubes with increases in
temperature".

2. Use the medicine dropper to take a sample from the greenest
test tube solution. Put it on a well slide and study it under a
microscope. Repeat this step with the test tube with the least
amount of green. Examine the differences between the two.
Does one seem to have obviously more Euglena than the
other" .Record any findings or observations.

At this time, Step 2 can be repeated if that is deemed appropriate.
Population differences may not be noticeable for a week or two.



Srep 4. The Last Day

b.-e.
Answers will vary depending on
the nutrient source used.

EXmXSIOI~IS
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I, Have the students rank the test tube solutions from the

greenest to the least green.

a. How can these results be explained?

2. If different sources of nutrients were used, students groups
compare how Ettgtena reacted to the various sources.

b. Which source caused the quickest growth?
c. Which caused the least amount of growth?
d. Did any of the sources appear to have an immediate

negative impact on the Euglena colony?
e, How does human behavior cause these various sources

of "nutrients" to enter the water system?

I. Summarize the experimental results: What effect do
phosphates and other nutrients have on Eagtena populaLions?
How do nutricnts  phosphates and nitrates! and increased
temperature affect the Fut',lena?

2. Hypothesize about the ecosystem effects of temperature and
increased nutrients that could result frotn global change in
I.he Cireat Lake» region.

I, Keep one test, Lube with added nutricnts and one test tube
without added nutrients in a corner of the classroom for

several months to see what effect the nutrient» have over a

longer period of time.

2. lf this activity is done with a hay inlusion instead of u pure
culture of Eagtena. il may be possible to see a succession of
how various microorganisms respond to the changing envi-
ronment.

3. Have student» design an experiment in which they investigate
the effect of temperature and/or nutrients on another aquatic
organism such as Gamntartts  scuds! or snails.

a Phosphorus and increased temperature
will cause an increase in Euglenrt
growth, but thi» growth will be followed
hy tt massive die � off when the popula-
tion becomes so large that dissolved
oxygen levels become depleted. In this
sense, test tubes ¹I and ¹4  with
nutrients! will experience rapid popula-
tion growth followed by large die � offs,
while in  he other  nonnutrient loaded!
tubes, the populations will grow slowly
and eventually die nfl'much more slowly.

i. Initially, Eugrrnncolonies thrive on
phosphatcs, their populations bloom and
they use lots of oxygen. As their activity
increases, the amount of dissolved
oxygen decreases. This will eventually
cause a large die � off in the population.
Both nutrients and higher tenipcraturcs
increase Etrgrenn activity. Thc heat
tnakcs them more sensitive  receptive! to
thc added nutrients. At first, the
populations in these conditions should
do very v,cll. Ultimately however, test
tube ¹4 will have thc least amount of
Eug ena.

'2, 11' other microorganisms are aflbctcd like
thc Ettg/enn, thc base ol' thc food chain
could bc disrupted, with disastrous
ccosystcrn effects. Sludtnits may want
to read about Lake Lrric's eutrophication
prohlctns tn thc 19&Os and I970s as
an example of what increased nutricnts
can do.  Scc  'httptcr 14 of 7'he Grrnr
rxtke Frie, t'rom ohio sca Orant.!



Activity 8: How does an increased amount of lake life affect
dissolved oxygen levels?

This activity focuses on ESU ¹0  interac-
tions! and ¹5  change through tirnc!. Refer
to the introduction of this hook i'or a fuii
description of each understanding.

¹7, Kill eutrophication he affcctcd'?
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~ 2 200-ml glass containers  or 2
2 � cup nlcasures!

~ i spoon  this tviii v ork hetter than a
stirring rod!

~ Mcthylcne Blue  .3~is aqueous solution!
~ Dropper
~ I package oi activated dry yeast
~ Nonfat dry milk to make approximately

- cups

Dissolved oxygen in water i» vital to the life o ' lhc plants and
organisms living in it, The amount of dissolved oxygen i»
decreased by the activity of algae, bacteria. and olher nticroscopic.
organisms as they respire and when they decompose after death.
This activity visually illustrates the absence of dissolved oxygen
created hy the activity of organisms in the water.

Oxygen levels in water are replenished when the waler comes
into contact with air. When lakes become stratified, the water on

the bottom does not mix with the "oxygenated" water at the
surface for several tnonths at a time. For this reason. it is

irnportanl that the organisms at the lower levels do not
completely deplete their supply of oxygen before the fall
turnover brings a Iresh supply of water to the bottom of the lake.
When the oxygen becomes depleted, an rtno.ztc dead area is
created in the take.

Yeast is a fungus that germinates and tnultiplies in the presence
of a lood source and dissolved oxygen. In this activity, yeast
populatiort growth is used to simulate thc effects ol'all kinds of
aquatic lil'c on the amount of dissolved oxygen in water. The
greater the population, the more oxygen i» used in respiration
and decott!position.

At the cnd ol this activity, students should be able to:

~ Describe how thc amount of dissolved oxygen changes as the
activity of aquatic organisms increases.

~ An'tlyxe how lower lake levels can make anoxia more likely.
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l. Using lukewarm water, mix up enough nonfat dry milk to fill
the two 200 ml containers almost to the top �00 ml is about
7/8 cup!,

2, Once the milk is in the container», add two drops of
Methylene Blue  .3% aqueous solution! to each container.

3. Add the yeast  one package! to one of the containers and stir
until the yeast dissolves.  This may be somewhat difficult,
because thc yeast will tend to clump together.!

4. After about 30 minutes note the difference of the color in the

containers. Some change should be noticeable imtnediately.
What does the color change indicate is happening?

1. Develop a flow chart or concept map to demonstrate how
oxygen is added to and removed by physical and biological
processes in lakes. Include an indication ol what prevents
oxygen frotn being replenished in lower lake levels during the
summer.

2. Hypothesize about why aquaria often have systems that cause
air to be released in the water. If Lake Erie had a giant
aquarium "bubbler" during the summer, what effect would this
have on the oxygen level» in the lake?

3, What actions could humans take to help prevent oxygen
depletion in lakes?

2. Mcthylene Blue is an indicator solution
for oxygen; the blue color indicates the
presence of dissolved oxygen.

4. The container with yeast should continue
to lose its blue color until there is not a
trace of blue. The yeast uses oxygen.
causing the blue color of the oxygen
indicator to disappear.

f. Answer~ will vary, but some critical parts
that shi.iuld he included are: Oxygen
levels are replenished by contact with air
and by photosynthesis. During the
suminer, the sun's rays penetrate surface
waters and create a warm upper zone in
the lake. Below is a cool lower layer,
separated from above by a narrow
transitional zone called the thermocuae.
The therrnoclinc separates the bottoro
layer froin its roajor source of oxygco-
the air. Oxygen is removed from water

by respiration and decomposition.

2. The bubbling action in an aquarium
help» the water and oxygen to mix,
because it creates a situation in which
more surface area of water comes into
contact with air. It also keeps the water
in a lank in motion so that it mixes and
the iixygen i» dispersed throughout the
tank,

If' l.ake F.rie had a giant "bubbler," the
luke would not become stratified.
because the water would be forced to
mix and oxygen would be supplied to thc
lower levels. Of course, such a machine
would also greatly disrupt the delicate
ecosystem of the lake,

's. Humans could reduce thc amount of
nutricnts tha  are dumped into lakes
 fertilizers, sewage. run-off!. These
nutrients cause increased activity in algae
and bacteriti, which reduces the oxygen
in lakes.
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